
Bedrooms: 8
Bathrooms: 8
Sleeps: 16

Price: €13,534 /pw

Property Details
For Rent Villa Tully - Felantix, Mallorca, Spain

Villa Tully is an idyllic country estate unlike any another. Perfect seclusion and peace are guaranteed at this exclusive finca comprised of an expansive
36,000 m² property. Explore the large Mediterranean garden with its chipping/putting green or enjoy the sun and fabulous sea view from the terrace.
The modern pool invites you to cool off and the ornately furnished rooms offer exquisite comfort in a space of 800 m².

The villa has been painstakingly renovated for luxury and provides all modern amenities. From the roomy lounge to the spacious kitchen to the cozy
double rooms, everything has been accounted for that guests seeking relaxation will treasure. The aromatic park consists of ca. 4 hectares and offers
three outdoor yoga spaces. The property also offers a chipping/putting green as a special bonus for golf enthusiasts. The fabulous pool located in the
garden puts modern fully-automatic pool technology at your disposal (heated in the Spring and Autumn).

All of the stylishly designed bedrooms with large bath offer a wonderful view of the sea and the estate's garden.

New large and fully equipped modern kitchen with high quality dishes, glasses and cutlery. Additionally, the kitchen places a baking oven, gas oven,
electric oven, microwave, coffee machine, food processor, dishwasher and three refrigerators at your disposal.

Every room comes equipped with a Full HD television and bluetooth sound system, German satellite television and high-speed Wi-Fi.The 14 x 8 pool
features cutting-edge technology and automatically heats itself on cool days.

3 outdoor yoga spaces + Private golf chipping/putting green.

Amenities

Air Conditioning
Alarm
Breakfast Chef
Chef
Couples
Al Fresco Dining
BBQ
Central Heating
Country View
Events

Type: Villa
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Air conditioning system
Private pool
Sea views
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